Street Activity Site Plan

Event ID: N/A
Event Type: Open Culture
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Please include:
- All elements being placed on the street
- Street name with two intersections
- 15 ft unblocked fire lane on the roadway
- 5 ft unblocked walkway on the sidewalks
- Event elements cannot be placed on the sidewalks for Open Culture event.
- Cardinal direction
- Fire hydrants, if applicable
- Bike lanes, if applicable
- Bus stops, if applicable
- Garage exits, if applicable
- Additional notes, if applicable

For Permitting Office Use Only:
Street name with two intersections ☐
15 ft emergency lane ☑
5 ft pedestrian egress ☑
Cardinal direction ☑
Fire hydrant(s) is(are) not blocked ☑
Bike lane(s) is(are) not blocked ☑
Bus stop(s) is(are) not blocked ☑
Exit(s) is(are) not blocked ☑